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RENEWAL 2 - education
INTRODUCTION
	The American people have had enough of the
politics of deception and manipulation. They want
improvement! They want their government back!
But they are faced with an accumulation of
democracy’s broken promises delivered by an electoral
system dominated by the media/money combine and a
highly secretive political class. The latter lacks any
interest in or commitment to the type of objective
thought required to define, redefine and pursue a
national interest.
For the past half century our government has
increasingly adopted an “us” (politicians) versus
“them” (the public) attitude with more power in
Washington and less access to it at the local level.
	This trend can be corrected, but first it must
be recognized by America’s citizens. They must be able
to understand the process of separation from their
government that has taken place and must become
familiar with areas for agreement and repair that
are available to them. It will be the task of American
Renewal to initiate the outreach and information that
will be necessary to forge a common identity and
purpose as we have done in the past when confronted
by threats to our democracy.
	The process we foresee will be simple, but by
no means easy. It will consist of starting with some
general propositions capable of generating wide

We are now caught up in a governmental
misadventure of our own making so pervasive that it
challenges credibility. Its key operating parts are:
1). Political confrontation scaled to the level
of annihilation and fueled by emotion and finances
from the far reaches of our political spectrum. These
elements have combined to obliterate traditional
centrist politics, with their power to accommodate,
over the past half-century.
2. Denial of our basic freedoms directly through
the abuse of our electoral system and indirectly through
the extensive influence on all parts of government by
the funding/lobbying activities of special interests.
3) These degrade, consume and waste our
natural and human resources, and greatly lessen our
ability to produce effective legislation in the national
interest.
	This pattern of failure will not be repaired
easily, as the support points of authority and
enforcement have already been compromised. Fairness
has always held a place at the center of our democratic
thought, but it has been pushed aside and is no longer
available from government. But, fortunately, it is still
regarded as essential to our political experience by
most Americans, and will offer a rallying point around
which a wide variety of constituencies could assemble
and join forces.

	IN THIS ISSUE we deal primarily with our national educational crisis which is one of several
now approaching tipping points. these individual crises will be the lead topics for the remaining issues
in this series which is presently scheduled to run through our July, 2012 issue.
	OUR NEXT ISSUE will examine our national culture in light of both the internal and external
pressures placed upon it by our failed foreign and domestic policies.
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agreement and then expanding their reach
and specificity. With growth, the task
becomes more complex, but its larger
size gives it added strength with which to
continue the process.
American Renewal will take time
and effort, but we should recall that we
have a track record of success with the
problem, for the process now required is
identical to that our founders faced in the
generation that followed our Declaration
of Independence in 1776.
	In that time, actually, the task was
more difficult, as they had to unify thirteen
independent colonies with only primitive
communication between them.
But it
worked! And it did so because all involved
were guided by a desire for fairness, a new
form of national government and a shared
sense of national interest.
For today’s Americans we will
identify areas of probable joint interest
and cooperation and how they can be used
to regain responsive democracy. In doing
so we will emphasize generally recognized
common ground that has the potential to
attract broad popular support.
*

*

*

EDUCATION
	One of our nation’s major issues
that has proved resistant to beneficial
change is our education system. As the
“richest” nation in the world, if we have
the requisite interest, we should be able
to assemble its various individual parts
into an effective, functional entity. Quite
to the contrary, the USA has regularly
scored below other smaller and less
wealthy nations in various recent
educational rankings.
Let’s start with a simple statistic
quoted by NY Times op-ed columnist David
Brooks:1
“The results of a recent poll
show that among the 18 to 29 year
old age group only 40% of those
questioned could identify England
as the country from which we
gained our independence.”
	This is not only simple. It is
shocking. The respondents were not kids
in school who might have a history test
next week for which they had not prepared.



These are people who have finished high
school and are either pursuing further
education or are in the work force.
As the question inquires into
our historical/political origins, it could
not be more basic. And yet, 60% of
those questioned were unable to answer
correctly. The failure of knowledge is
shocking enough in itself, but education
involves more than learning. It is also
a powerful cultural component in our
society, and this statistic is accompanied
by a variety of cultural aftershocks.
	It may be that our system’s
curriculum has changed and its teachers
no longer refer to our national origin,
but this seems unlikely. More to the point
is that our educational system is willing
to accept the lack of effort and learning
evidenced by the poll results.
All students K thru 12 have
approximately the same amount of time
available to them for learning. What can
explain why 60% of those asked could not
provide the correct answer to such a basic
question?
	In our culture the two most
ready answers are insufficient parental
supervision and excessive entertainment
(TV, sports, etc.). They are “ready”
because we have met them before, but, as
true and as widespread as they may be,
they are not a complete answer.
From the point of view of our
culture, how can we either accept or
excuse the fact that 60% of the high
school graduates in this age group
didn’t even have the curiosity to inform
themselves of our most basic historical
fact? In our country, with so much of its
language, law, politics, religion, etc. still
bearing the imprint of our origin, how can
anyone unaware of that origin expect to
understand our present identity or prior
development?
We have written before about the
dumbing down of American education. The
responsibility for it is regularly argued
and bounced back and forth between
teachers, parents, school boards, unions
and state/federal oversight bureaucracies
all of whom have different perspectives
but are commonly engaged in protecting
their own turf.
“It is proof of dumbing down,
writ large in bright, flashing lights.”

	In doing so they engage in obfuscation, denial,
deflection and other evasions. But the statistic we
have quoted is not avoidable. It is proof of dumbing
down, writ large in bright, flashing lights.

*

*

“Education works better when it reveals truth,
not replaces it.”

	This is a form of manipulation of the truth with
the power to do away with scholarship standards that
have evolved and established consensus in most parts
of our educated world. It is a bad bargain with the
high probability of negative consequences. Education
works better when it reveals truth, not replaces it.

*

Education in America poses other questions
and problems. Teachers comprise the largest single
unionized group in our labor force, and apply great
economic and political power in our electoral process
in the formulation of policy and its enabling legislation.
This weight has been able to resist campaign rhetoric
and roll over most reform efforts because of the two
unions’ economic/political muscle. For any president,
regardless of party, opposition to the educational
lobby’s interests usually moves to the back rows and
tends to be kept there by the cycle of more immediate
crises that must be faced.
	It would be wrong to think that the educational
bureaucracy’s influence is expressed only economically
or politically. The many thousands of teachers that
belong to the National Education Assoc. (NEA) and the
American Federation of Teachers (AFT) have a strong
voice in determining how courses are taught. This is
especially true of how subject matter is selected for
and presented in textbooks.
	The textbook market is bitterly competitive
and, in order for publishers to keep costs down, they
attempt to establish as much conformity as possible
in their texts. This can take the form of persuading
smaller states to accept the texts of larger ones such
as CA, TX, NY, etc. Their leverage is that a uniform text
will permit larger press runs and lower prices which
will be readily approved by state or local funding
groups.
	The end product today is so bland, generalized
and undemanding of the student that it plays a very
significant part in our dumbing down process. Should
we think that text book publication is only an economic
exercise, we would be badly mistaken. It is also a matter
of political interest and persuasion.
	Today’s multiculturalism calls for all efforts
to be diced and sliced to accommodate every minority
group regardless of its size. In textbooks this means
the presentation of history, literature or other
subjects in ways that establish equality, that eliminate
differences. As much of the challenge and progress of
history (and literature) has derived from differences
between people, systems and nations, we are witnessing
another kind of dumbing down that rewrites what we
have known about the past to create a new text that will
please the political present (i.e., multiculturalism) and
provide hope for its future.

*

*

*

Education reflects, as well as informs, our
society. Money, race and politics find their way
into the educational argument as they do in others.
For instance, the educational structure is sharply
divided over the practice of providing dual language
learning to students unable to speak English, as has
been most notably practiced in areas of high Hispanic
concentration.
	The arguments include financial, academic,
fairness, social, parental participation and claimed
constitutional issues. This debate is circular by nature
and will, unless some magical breakthrough occurs,
continue to go around and around. It bumps up against
many different groups, emotions, beliefs, people and
ways in which our society expresses itself.
And it also reveals the complexity of our
educational structure and why agreement is so difficult
to achieve. The great bulk of our education takes place
in grades K-12 and is administered at the local level by
appointed or elected boards. There is another grade of
involvement at both the state and federal levels from
which policy and funding flow in large, but not overly
generous, amounts.
	There is a shameful disconnect here when the
billions of dollars committed at the federal level seem
to evaporate and teachers are forced to buy classroom
supplies for their students with their own funds.
There is no excuse for such a failure. Its cause lies
somewhere on the twisted trail of money between the
classroom and the Congress. But a failure it is, as is
our system’s national ranking compared to those of
other countries.
	Our vast educational bureaucracy is divided
between our government and our labor unions who
employ millions of people. Their payrolls are enormous,
as are the benefits, especially pensions, that derive
from them. Some communities offer “step” salary
increases for up to ten early years of employment.
These are automatic percentage increases designed to
tie the teacher to the system and to make up for what
are admittedly low starting salaries.



Education, as a state/local budget item, is a bit of
a bouncing ball. Legislatures and commissions/boards
generally find ways to reduce its funding when other
issues with more immediate glamour, need or pressure
come to the front. The real problem is that, while
the public can vote educational funding, bond issues,
etc. into existence, it is the political machinery that
distributes the money. Again, the answer can be found
somewhere between the classroom and the congress.

*

*

is probably the most difficult one to engage.
	The model conceived and conducted at the local
level is funded by a bewildering, and often conflicting,
combination of sources. Additionally, neither the
funding sources nor the local managers or planners
can control the size or shape of their raw material —
i.e. the student body. This is basically an unworkable
model by most managerial standards, but we have opted
for it and declared it will work. And so it must.
Faced with population growth, schools are
forced to constantly adjust themselves to new numbers
which are often accompanied by racial and ethnic
friction that further confuses the educational mission.
Often school managers and faculty are caught between
sides with no effective remedy available.
Larger population and student bodies require
larger classes, more classrooms, new or enlarged
buildings and parking areas and more personnel —
teachers, maintenance, coaches, counselors, security,
etc. And yet, the product is one of which 60% do
not know that England was mother country to our
colonies.

*

Were we to phrase America’s educational goal in
its broadest terms we might say that we want a system
that is academically functional and economically
efficient. As most Americans would accept this goal, it
can serve as a starting point of agreement.
As soon as we start to further define this
starting point, to make it more specific, those specifics
engender opposition. They create space for trade-offs
and the need for accommodation which are not harmful
in theory, but which, in practice, can compromise the
system’s functionalism and its original goal.
But even before we add any specifics there
exists a major problem in our conception and practice
of education in America. Early in our history it was
established as a matter of policy that public education
would be available to all without charge. This is not
enumerated in the Constitution or the Declaration
of Independence, but has been honored over time
with almost the same spirit and strength as that of
established law.
	It is likely that the framers of our Constitution
considered education a matter for the states to address
and left its regulation up to them. And yet we now have
a hybrid structure with a web of funding and policy
directions controlled by a federal presence.

*

*

*

	The question remains — “How do we find a way
to repair our system? To bring about a more orderly
and functional, less political structure capable of
producing a better product?”
We must start at the center, at our point of
agreement — academically functional and economically
efficient. From this center we will have to expand
outward ever so gradually as increments of agreement
become possible. This will not be easy. Each effort
to enlarge our area of agreement will meet resistance
in the form of individual or group preferences,
convictions, backgrounds, prejudices, habits, etc. which
will not be surrendered easily
	The only way to forge new agreement capable
of overcoming or avoiding these multiple forms of
resistance is to frame the new agreement in one way only
— Is what we contemplate in the national interest? The
we/they, Republican/Democrat, Conservative/Liberal,
union/non-union agendas must be dropped. People
will, of course, see the national interest differently,
but it is the only way by which we will be able to make
progress in improving our institutions.
	The simple act of inquiring whether something
is in the national interest immediately eliminates much
of the petty and partisan drivel that we have allowed
to creep into our national conversation.
Based
largely on the separatist thinking of multiculturalism,
this political static has become an impediment in
identifying and achieving national goals. But whether
multicultural or traditional in our way of thinking, we

It is to be free and excellent — and,
as a result, it is to be expensive!

Regardless of its Constitutional background,
there is another contradiction in what we have called
for in our educational system and what we think it
can produce. We want it to be both free in cost and
superior in quality. In some things superiority is tied
to, and even demands, smaller numbers. Our system has
ruled that out. It is to be free and excellent — and, as
a result, it is to be expensive!
	There are many services provided by government,
including those of public protection and safety, for
which their availability and function override their
cost considerations. Education is one of these, and it



the necessary construction permits and political
approvals.

must reframe our concept of “the national interest” as
a whole, rather than an accumulation of parts.
	Our country is in desperate need of renewal.
This cannot be accomplished by our old ways of thinking
and acting. Actually, making people view issues in terms
of a national interest can change the way government
operates and responds to its citizens, and vice-versa.
Such an effort is by its nature educational, as is
American Renewal. This will be a new conversation
among ourselves which we should have and which may
well provide us with better individual and communal
ways to pursue learning.
	There is no guarantee that the American people
have the will or the strength to assure success, but
they’ve been a good bet in the past, and the status quo
offers no hope. We have participated in the dumbing
down of our schools until they now fall far short
of our stated goals and expectations. The ultimate
dumbing down would be that of our whole country.
We are probably much closer to this than we think.
Consensus on this should be part of our starting point,
but we are not ready for that yet.

*

*

“They buy it and they sell it.
They make the market in it.
And the price is right — for them.”

	To do this, school boards, like everyone else,
turn to the services of a group of well-connected
lawyers, accountants, appraisers, engineers and
consultants whose careers are based on access. They
buy it and they sell it. They make the market in it. And
the price is right — for them.
Frequently school boards have to engage in
public financing whereby their funds derive from tax
revenues or bond issues both of which are designed
to provide current funding which can be repaid with
interest later.
And again to emphasize the reach and
interconnection of our educational structure, because
many types of local debt instruments enjoy tax free
IRS treatment of their interest payments, they serve as
important elements in the financial mix of Wall Street
and in private asset management.
	In short, school boards that often deal in
budgets of millions, or hundreds of millions, of dollars
find no shortage of usually knowledgeable service
providers in the private or the public sector who are
well disposed to assist in the expenditure process, and
to receive fees therefrom.

*

	One of the reasons why educational policy has
proved so difficult to change is that the educational
structure which has to be modified extends far beyond
the primary function of teaching. By “structure” we
refer to the policy and managerial behavior necessary
to produce results that will meet our goals.
Education is a multi-task presence that reaches
into almost every important area of our lives —
financial, political, religious, social and cultural —
which may be far removed from the classroom, but may
weigh heavily on the educational process.
Local school boards are designed to provide
oversight for school managers and faculty, but are
often called upon to mediate or settle disputes between
parents and school staff. The districts represented
by school boards can vary in physical size, but share
the practice of both receiving and distributing large
amounts of money.
	Their budgets invariably reveal that (again, as
population expands) they spend ever larger amounts on
construction, land acquisition, maintenance, security,
transportation, etc.
Often unsure of their own
expertise in these and other areas, they increasingly
turn to consultants to provide support and political
cover for their decisions.
	The wide variety of issues that emanate from
local school boards’ functions requires constant
contact with local legislative and licensing bodies.
These often have their own arcane processes that
require the right contact at the right time to move

*

*

*

Within our educational culture, as we have
dumbed down, some other things have been going in the
opposite direction — up. One of these is tuition which
for private schools has greatly surpassed the national
rate of inflation in recent years.
	In state colleges and universities tuition is
largely subsidized by the states and, consequently, is
not a significant marker. But, going beyond tuition,
especially in the area of athletic expenditures, we can
find some quite surprising numbers:
For instance, the University of Texas spends
more annually on football ($73 million) and all
athletics ($120 million) than any other school. Ranked
just below it are Georgia and Florida2.
	Texas’ football team also earns the most profit
at $46.2 million followed closely by Notre Dame and
Georgia3. Michigan, Penn State and Ohio State scored
highest in average attendance per game, all in excess of
100,0004.
Nothing above, however, can so clearly suggest
the relationship that has grown up between money,



sports and education as the amount of funds raised
from alumni and other sources for athletics. For
2007, North Carolina heads this list at $51 million
with twenty full-time athletic solicitors followed by
Virginia with $45 million and 19 fund raisers5.
Football, of course, has become a way of life
for Americans and their educational system. Even
before college, at the high school level, on Friday
nights whole towns in our western and Midwestern
states empty themselves and reappear at the high
school football stadiums. These are not as large as
their college counterparts, but they are home to the
same level of emotional involvement. They are mostly
well built, lit and maintained.
	This emotional component comes in all shapes,
sizes and degrees and assumes its most extreme form in
the alumni booster who allows his life to be dominated
by his school’s football activities whether or not he
actually played.
Some time ago, we came across an account of what
must be the zenith of such boosterism. A Midwestern
couple lived in a land cruiser vehicle for the whole
football season, following their school’s team from
game to game. Every flat surface in their cruiser was
devoted to team memorabilia. All fabrics for drapes,
sheets, towels, upholstery, etc. were either in the
school’s colors or bore its insignia, or both. Ditto
for carpets, china, glassware, knives, forks, spoons,
etc. The article concluded its report on this couple’s
lifestyle by stating that at the end of the football
season they returned to their home on campus where
their social life entailed mixing with other boosters.
Male athletes, either real or wishful, often
engage in reliving their youthful years, and are
encouraged to do so by college athletic fund raising
techniques and programs. Still, most will not approach
the assumed identity of the booster described above.
	The disturbing question that such extreme
boosterism asks is “How does it relate to education?”
The hours, dollars and efforts that are spent on
athletics with the intent to show supremacy or achieve
competitive victory are the tail that has come to wag
the dog.
	It would be reaching too far to think that the
generous football revenues reported above are spent
on educational purposes. They usually stay well within
the confines of the athletic department and are used to
fund other sports programs and/or athletic purposes.
Of course, if a major expenditure is required for a new
stadium or practice facility, such an effort is expanded
to include general university and alumni funding
sources.
We are not alone in our athletic emphasis. Other
schools in other countries engage in athletic programs
that schedule matches between historical or regional
rivals where money, media coverage and emotion run
high.
	One of the reasons for our intense competition

is that our school athletic programs serve to prepare
student athletes for professional sports and offer
them a way to be recognized, tracked and graded as
their skills develop.
	The normal progression is from high school to
college to the professional leagues, but occasionally
there are those, usually possessed of more athleticism
than maturity, who go directly from high school to the
pros. Whatever their route, there are always scouts on
hand to observe and evaluate them.
America has directed, and continues to direct,
increasingly large amounts of money to its professional
sports which have become a marketing miracle of our
time. They create employment, revenue, dreams of
glory and a means of exit from the drug use and poverty
of our inner cities. Sports at and after college have
become big business. They appeal to and motivate a
highly vocal segment of our society. They have a base
and they are, in turn, a base for a variety of interests.
But their exceptional commercial success
has stretched their connection to education. Sports
wagers, travel, promotion, management and contests
cost us many billions of dollars each year. We have
come a long way from the wrestling match or discus
toss of the ancient Greek academy.
	It has been argued that college sports programs,
in addition to their physical and health benefits, develop
values from fair play and team participation that form
the student and serve the community. It’s a reasonable
argument, however, that these relatively silent values
are drowned out by the din of celebrity, media exposure
and the extension of athletic schedules to include post
season contests in pursuit of the #1 title or status.
	This message of “more”, which has come to
dominate the market place, now infects the academy
and again poses the question of what the relationship
between athletics and education is, and should be, in
our present and our future.
Why is this important? Because it plays a large
role in forging our national identity. If we are what we
eat, as many scientific theories now proclaim, can we
not just as easily be what we teach?
America’s identity has changed dramatically
in the last century. National identities can evolve
gradually from circumstances we cannot practically
control, or they may be formed from conscious efforts.
Much of our recent technological and political change
has been so rapid that it has created confusion and
division within our institutions and our citizenry
which plays out in the bitter ideological battles (the
Ideological Imperative) that pass for government.

“. . . it is only one slip away
from disaster.”



Like a high wire circus act, we watch the

Ideological Imperative with rapt attention, and even
fascination, mindless of its danger and that it is only
one slip away from disaster.
We are at the point now where our renewal will
require us to come to a more shared sense of our identity
— national, cultural and political. And the only way
to achieve this is to examine the choices available to
us in terms of the national interest. Education, in all
its many aspects, has played an important role in that
interest and will continue to do so in the future.

*

*

of the recent 1990-2000 decade, high school GPAs
increased from 2.68 to 2.94, or 9.7%.7 Even more
revealing, perhaps, in 2005 23% of college freshmen
claimed an average high school grade of A or better,
about twice as many as in 1975.8
	This tendency to progressively inflate grades,
thereby lessening their value, has caused difficulties
at admissions offices which had employed grade levels
as their primary determinant of acceptance. Faced with
a flood of “A” student applications, admissions offices
have sought to create new criteria that examine more
personal and less scholastic aspects of applicants’
lives. Whether this shift has aided in furthering the
intense personal emphasis of the “me” generation, or
whether it is a result of it, is a good question.
Admissions offices are affected in another way
in that narrowing the distinction between individual
academic records is pushing admissions personnel to
assign more importance to standardized tests at a time
when growing numbers of people within the educational
field have found cause to object to them for one reason
or another.
then, there is that part of the argument that
carries too far and provides a note of humor. In
their headlong pursuit of “one size fits all” nondistinction some high schools have appointed multiple
valedictorians and other class honors. It’s the old end
of summer camp awards ceremony when every camper
receives a prize — cup, ribbon, banner, scroll, etc. The
idea of thirty or more valedictorians giving speeches,
even brief ones, can only make the graduation ceremony
more unwieldy than it already is.
	There is another aspect of our dumbing down
process that is closely related to grade inflation. It
is the practice of promoting students to the next grade
level without their having passed examinations or otherwise mastered their current course requirements.
These “social promotions” are designed to avoid the
stigma of failure and to reward everyone equally.
Unfortunately their real failure, to understand and
use course material, follows these students through
their school years and creates an ever widening gap
between what is expected of them and what they can
provide in response.
And, finally, one more tragic form of dumbing
down. While it is intended to help and excuse those
of lesser capabilities, by shrinking the achievement
horizon for the whole group it penalizes all. This is
a form of minority preference/elevation expressed not
in government, but in the classroom. A better choice
than the lowering of the group’s standards would be
to offer ways that would best serve those with limited
abilities and special needs.

*

Education reaches out geographically and by
age group to most of our population, with the power
to both teach and transform. We have noted above its
involvement with our national psyche and our private
commercial sector through athletics. There are
others.
We stated earlier that the serious issues
America faces do not exist in isolation, but are often
joined in complex webs. Because of education’s reach
and its public status and function, it has become a
prime target for multiculturalists in their efforts
to influence curricula, change school social patterns
and to incubate their agenda among our youngest
students.
Schools are basically designed in a triangular
shape around three elements — the student body, the
curriculum and the faculty. In past years we have
observed the growth of one process that has had a
negative impact on all three, and yet continues to
spread. It is called grade inflation and takes the form
of increasing numbers of students being awarded high
grades. UCLA, for instance, reported that forty-five
percent of its 2006 freshman class were rated “A”
students with grade point averages (GPA) of 4.0 or
higher.6
	The motivating key to understanding grade
inflation and its consequences is that it is designed
to remove, or lessen, distinctions, as is most of the
multicultural agenda. But grade inflation poses some
very real problems for academia, and college admissions
is one of them.
An “A” grade used to be reserved for only a
very few students and served as a badge of distinction.
As such, it was a marker of generally accepted value
among admissions offices at all levels of application.
Grade inflation has changed this so that many more
students receive high grades and these “A” students,
rather than representing distinction, form a large
group at mid-level of their class where they signal
average rather than excellent comparative skills.
	In a graduating high school class of 500, the
UCLA percentage would translate into a two hundred
student midsection of “A” students. In the brief time

“. . . an unnecessary
American tragedy.’’



Mass social promotions are a recent phenomenon
in our education history. They create obvious problems
for school faculty and administrators that were
unknown prior to a half century ago, and trace their
origins to our first exposure to multiculturalism and
political correctness. Like them, they seek to eliminate
distinctions of any kind and, in the case of education,
are willing to sacrifice student learning in favor of
their sociopolitical ideology. The end result of a knownothing eighteen year old high school graduate illequipped to obtain anything other than the lowest form
of employment is an unnecessary American tragedy. And
yet we have permitted and encouraged it for almost two
generations. There can be no satisfying answer to our
educational problems until we ask “why?”
Author/teacher Frosty Wooldridge relays
from Brian Williams/NBC Nightly News these sobering
statistics. Detroit suffers from a drop or flunk out
rate of 76%. Other major cities (including, but not
limited to, LA, SF, Miami & Chicago) experience a 50% to
60% rate.
Forty-two million Americans (14%) cannot read
or write, and another fifty million (17%) read only
at fourth grade level or below. The combined total
of these two groups amounts to ninety-two million, or
31% of our population9.
	There are many rites of passage in our society.
One is a rite of spring when high schools empty out
and seniors go on to the next level of life — college
or work. Williams reports that 1.2 million of these
approach their future unable to read or write!

English immersion classes and, where they have obtained
district permission to implement them, generally report
successful results. In Illinois’ Diamond Lake School District
76 immersion classrooms were initiated in 2004 and by 2007 it
reported ELL scores had improved 100% in reading and 60%
in math.10 Other states that have had similarly successful
results and have adapted immersion techniques include CA,
AZ and MA.
	CA is a special case in several ways. It suffers
from explosive increases in population, immigration,
taxes, budget deficits and debt. Because of its numbers
and their trends it could well qualify as the poster
state for education/immigration issues.
	The Center for Immigration Studies has
reported that in 1970 immigrants represented 9% of
CA’s population which by 2008 had grown to 27%. In
the same period CA’s labor force ranking dropped from
seventh most educated to fiftieth — i.e. last. CIS goes
on to state:
		
“Productivity,
standard
of
living, welfare use, health insurance
coverage and the tax base are heavily
impacted by education levels. The low level
of educational attainment in the state is
likely to create significant challenges for
CA in the foreseeable future.”11
It would not be possible to state more clearly the
interrelationship between education and immigration.

*
*

*

*

Not surprisingly, our national education issue
bonds at many points with our immigration issues, the
most fiercely contested of which is arguably bilingual
education. This process involves providing parallel
language instruction for those who are not proficient
in English in both the student’s native language and in
English.
	In those states that have been most impacted by
our high Hispanic immigration numbers over the past
half century this practice comes close to necessitating
two systems — one in English, and one in Spanish.
Such division and duplication is costly and
inefficient for faculty and administrative planning, but it
has been tenaciously pushed by immigrant advocacy groups
as a way of maintaining cultural identity. It’s main failure,
however, is academic, as in many states non-English speaking
students showed very slow learning progress under the
bilingual format. This matter is further complicated by
the fact that some school districts receive extra funds for
children designated as English language learners (ELL).
Educators who oppose the bilingual program favor



*

*

	The role of labor unions in our educational
system has grown tremendously in the past half
century, and today our system is a highly unionized
force. The NEA, the largest teachers union, entertained
and accommodated 9,000 members at its 2008 annual
convention who for the most part are highly vocal and
articulate sponsors of NEA policies and programs.
	In the educational field we face an unusual
circumstance in that union policies and support are
broadly directed at many more issues than those
concerned with the education of students. These take the
form of stand-alone political issues such as statehood
for DC and gun control. They include opposing the
establishment of English as our official language
and propose strong cultural positions involving
sexual orientation, gender rights and identifications,
diversity, etc.
	Teachers have access to young students in
the classroom on a daily basis and can determine, or
at least influence, much of what is taught there and
how our politics and government are perceived by our
youngest citizens. We run a great risk if we engage in
political or cultural indoctrination without identifying
it as personal opinion and open to choice.

our democratic republic and the great wealth of our
landmass.
Language can be imprecise and contradictory
even in an environment where we would expect neither,
such as education. For example, a student looking
through a curriculum directory and coming across
a course identified as Multicultural Studies might
logically anticipate that it would offer a selected
variety of cultures and provide knowledge of their
origins, values and distinctive qualities.
	In twenty-first century America the phrase
Multicultural Studies has a totally opposite meaning
in that it conveys a political message that makes a
qualitative judgment as to the value of different
sub-cultures within our dominant national culture.
Invariably, this message castigates our home culture
for a wide range of political offenses that fail to
recognize or celebrate the sub-culture as being equal,
or preferable, to our national character.
	The response by our institutions that might be
expected to resist such educational encroachment has
been consistently evasive or inadequate. Our courts,
Congress, unions, media and educational authorities
have all given their assent to this type of political
intrusion either by their silence or approval.
	This mix of politics and education is a dangerous
one which we have tried to avoid in our pursuit of
democratic political independence, and we have taken
pride in the values of our European western civilization
and a “liberal arts” education derived from them.

“it is the idea of debate at the
center of the academy that has drawn
their most persistent fire.”
	Our western educational values have had many
battles with the various forms of thought police
they have encountered along their way. While these
enforcers’ uniforms and targets have varied, it is the
idea of debate at the center of the academy that has
drawn their most persistent fire.
Renewing America will require us to visualize
and declare the future form and direction of American
education and, in doing so, we must assure that claims
from all points on our political spectrum are presented
openly, honestly and in ways that recognize our history
and traditions.
*

*

*

Language is a cultural component. It is also a
commodity employed by man and beast to reach beyond
instinct and to expand their ability to understand their
world and each other. Like the marketplace, language
is highly fluid and changes its form or direction as the
result of multiple independent decisions.
In cultural matters between open societies
there is usually a free and spontaneous exchange. Iron
clad cultural control, where it succeeds, usually takes
place as the result of revolution or war followed by
military occupation of the defeated country. But even
then, with brutal controls and repression imposed,
cultural remnants can survive in secret for several
generations.

“they propose to do away with the system
that has given them their voice and
permitted them to be heard.”

“ . . . we seem to treat our language as
something that will take care of itself.”

France is Europe’s leading defender of its
language and exerts a conscious and continuing effort to
protect it from sloppy usage, hybrid forms and outright
invasions by foreign phraseology. These efforts are
probably more noble than practical, but efforts they
are. France grades high for what it attempts. In our
country we seem to treat our language as something
that will take care of itself.
	The reason for this is evident.
We are
still young by historical/cultural standards and,
over the course of our two hundred plus years of
nationhood, have identified ourselves and institutions
more by our political/economic achievements than
our cultural contributions. This is not meant to
trash American culture which has produced some
unique and extraordinary accomplishments, but the
motivational forces that have propelled our country’s
unusual growth have been the dual development of

Western civilization contains a wide range of
philosophical, religious and scientific thought, and the
regard in which we hold and teach it is anathema to
the Multiculturalists’ demands for special treatment.
They trash it and our political/educational beliefs at
every opportunity, but the greatest and most obvious
failure of their position is that, in calling for the
abandonment of the western civilization education
model, they propose to do away with the system that has
given them their voice and permitted them to be heard.
We should not limit their voice as long as it
stays short of treason or sedition, but somewhere
among our institutions we should be able to find and
raise our own.
*



*

*

	Our complex local/state/national education
system finds itself at the middle of many of our most
divisive issues. This is certainly true of immigration, as
all immigrants, legal or illegal, want their offspring to

enter our schools and receive their taxpayer provided
benefits.
	Immediately, conflict arises and, although we
might like to feel that the issue can be resolved fairly,
each participating interest has a different concept of
what is fair.
A local state college has an in-state tuition
rate of $89.10 per credit hour compared to an out-ofstate rate of $323. This results in a bachelor’s degree
requiring 120 hours having a tuition cost of $10,692 for
in-state students and $38,760 for out-of-state.12 This
difference is of such a size that it can translate into
college or no college, and it offers several opposing
views of fairness.
For the in-state student, whose family pays
taxes that support the state’s educational system
and who may continue after college to live and
work in the home state, the difference appears as a
justifiable discount or benefit. For the out-of-state
learner the higher price represents a preference
for education beyond his/her home state.
	Undocumented aliens are mostly charged outof-state fees, although in some states efforts have
been made to grant them the lower in-state rate. This
has engendered a very emotional argument at all levels
of our educational/political structure.
What form does fairness take in this matter?
The in-state student considers the lower rate to be
appropriately offered by the state and fairly received
by its residents. On the state’s side, it has the right to
set prices and determine admissions for its schools.
With the undocumented immigrant another view
emerges. He/she may have attended local elementary
and secondary grades and been a resident, although
illegal, in the U.S. since early youth. To this student
the cost difference may preclude any further education
and do away with benefits available to his friends,
classmates, neighbors, etc. This line of thought leads
to the argument that the student is being unjustly
punished for the actions of his/her parents.
After the state’s and the two individuals’ views
there is one more party involved, one more voice to be
heard. This is the body of taxpayers whose funds enable
the state’s educational system. They are not generally
known for their unanimity on tax/budget policy, but
for the most part seem to favor the dual rate system
and object to extending the home state benefit to those
lacking citizenship by birth or nationalization.
Educational politics is somewhat of a bungee
cord with high emotions at each end. It can be stretched
way past its original shape, but then snaps back.
Fairness is one of our political emotions that we like to
think of as a key element in our decision making, but in
reality it has been overtaken in this capacity in the last
half-century by the vast amounts of money injected into
our politics with which it must compete. This contest
has not been an even one and we can only hope that a
pendulum or bungee effect will take place.

*

*

*

The human failures with which we invest our culture
work their way through our institutions and take root
in them. Nowhere is this more apparent than the use
of drugs by students and their distribution by youth
gangs. Once isolated local groups, these gangs are
now national in scale and act on behalf of foreign drug
producers in moving their drugs in the U.S. market
where demand and profit are consistently high.
We have theoretically been engaged in “the war
on drugs” for about fifty years. We say “theoretically”
because we have committed many billions of dollars to
combat the rising tide of drug availability and use, but
the ugly truth of our society is that demand continues
to increase.
Just as our schools act as training centers for
professional sports, so do they also serve as marketing
outlets for criminal drug distributors.

“. . . there has been no statistical decrease
in the last decade . . .”

	Columbia University has recently reported that
more than 25% of middle and high school students
acknowledge the presence of gangs and drugs in
their schools.13 Just under 50% of the public school
students in the survey, admitted that gangs or drugs
were present in their schools.14 And for a telling note
regarding “the war on drugs”, consider that in 2001
31% of middle schoolers said drugs were present
compared to 32% this year.15 The fact that in almost
a third of these schools drugs were sold, stored or
used and that there has been no statistical decrease in
the last decade suggests that our present tactics will
not produce a victory in spite of the dollars, hours,
efforts and lives we expend.

*
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	Our western education is rooted in the academy
of the ancient Greeks. There, mental and physical
discipline were joined and strove for a kind of purity that
no longer exists today. Even the mass robot gymnastics
in North Korea and other totalitarian nations are
designed to serve the state, not the individual.
We have noted how some of our contemporary
practices such as social promotions and grade inflation
pretend to benefit the student, but actually do just the
opposite. Much of our scholastic competition has been
transferred to athletic fields where different skills
are needed and where the prizes can be rich.
	There is another aspect of our present system
that interferes with the educational process, and it

is that schools have become providers of far more
than education. They offer services such as security,
psychological and gender preference counseling, grief
response, domestic relations conferences, career
choice discussions, sexual education, aptitude testing
and others.
	This extension of schools’ responsibilities are
due primarily to three causes. The first is the growing
number of students that results from our rapidly
increasing population. The second stems from school
boards and administrators wanting to have a “cover”
opinion upon which they can base their decisions in the
event of litigation or political criticism.
And the third is a function of parenting in
our financially pressured society. With two working
parents in a home, many aspects of family life as we
knew it fifty years ago have been farmed out — to the
TV screen, to private or commercial services and to
schools. It is not unusual for parents, especially in
low income urban centers to expect schools to provide
a full, hot meal in the middle of the day and snacks
at other times; to offer sexual education; to instill
good behavior standards and to invoke discipline —
but not too much — when they are not met; to provide
security against almost any kind of mishap; and to keep
parents informed through personal contact and public
meetings.
	The latter are often charged with a “we versus
them” current which can become unproductively hostile
and lead whomever has the microphone to adopt a Perry
Mason or Patrick Henry persona.
Not all is lost, however. There are some
encouraging developments. Two years ago Washington,
DC installed Michelle Rhee as the new head of its
school system. With the backing of the mayor she has
faced down the unions on many issues, including a new
contract. Those teachers “who were there because
they were there” were given the opportunity to produce
better results. Those who did stayed; those who didn’t
went elsewhere.
Ms. Rhee could not have succeeded to the degree
she did without the unwavering support of mayor
Fenty. Her program is not yet completed, but she has
confronted the politics of race and the economic grip
of the unions in ways that predict success.
Another favorable trend has been the growth
of charter schools in which top teachers, longer hours
and more demanding curricula form the basis for
greatly improved results and a step up to the next level
of life for those who can qualify and stay engaged.
Joel Klein, the Superintendent of Schools in
NYC, has embarked on a makeover process similar to
that in Washington, as has New Orleans in the wake of
Hurricane Katrina. They also have shown very promising
results.
But Washington, New Orleans and NYC are only

three areas. There are others, small and large, who
are contemplating or just commencing the kind of
investment in students, teachers and plant that will
be required. Results will not always be even and,
unfortunately, regardless of the actions taken at the
school level, a significant systemic improvement will
require extensive funding and changes on the part of
unions and politicians in how our system is managed.
	Our educational problem is not one of political
isolation. As we have stated before, all of our major
“tipping point” crises are interrelated and the
educational/political linkage is clear. To date, the
academic consequences of our failed educational
system are most evident, but its political results are
not far behind as we turn out large number of illiterate
and uneducated “graduates” each year. And as this
percentage of our population grows, the tasks of an
informed electorate to provide, oversee and administer
good government for our democratic republic will
become more difficult and then impossible.
As with health care and defense spending,
we spend many pre-tipping point years turning out
ordinary products at extraordinary costs because our
value system relates to politics rather than price or
efficiency. The means are available within our society
to make real and much needed improvements in our
health care, educational, military procurement and
tax policies, but not if we continue to allow political
interests to come ahead of our national interest and to
control the process.
	In all these matters time is of the essence.
That’s what tipping points are about. If our educational
system continues to turn out increasing numbers of
functional or actual illiterates and as their percentage
of the total population increases, the public electorate
will become less able to recognize and call for what
changes are needed. At that time remedies will no
longer be available. Sometime between now and then,
without fanfare and without even realizing it, we will
reach and pass a tipping point.
And technology is ever present. It gives and it
takes, and there is no clearer evidence of its dual role
than in education. Calculations and communication are
instantaneous and the internet is a source of seemingly
unlimited information.
	The dark side is that the internet provides
access to a world often without rules or boundaries
for which less than mature identities are not prepared.
This private cyber world offers refuge beyond the
reach and recall of parents, and already has created
academic, social and psychological problems the full
extent of which we cannot now determine. We are on
the cusp of this world, its first mass generation. It can
be many things, including addictive and withdrawing, of
which we must be aware.
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ELECTION YEAR 2010
	It’s that time again! It’s the time of our midterm Congressional elections in which all seats in
the House and one third of those in the Senate will be
contested.
And on the day after election day, November
3, the campaign process for the 2012 presidential
election will quietly and slowly commence. All its
press releases, photo ops, debates, speeches, parades,
rallies, hand shakes, interviews, promises, and
press conferences lie ahead. They are too much to
contemplate so soon after 2008. We will concentrate
on November 2 and the mid-terms.
	These races individually and in combination
could constitute one of the most important in our
history and out of proportion to most mid-term attempts
to confirm or challenge the incumbent party’s status
and its control of the nation’s political agenda.
	There are major ideological directions at stake;
there are some very rare opportunities to be seized;
and both parties face the possibility of almost certain
defeat if they misinterpret their own or the people’s
coming political roles.
	Identification will be key in many of this year’s
contests — how candidates and their parties identify
their programs, their allegiances and their priorities
to the voters; and how they can identify their credibility
in light of the many failed commitments of the Obama
and Bush administrations.
	In looking ahead to November 2, the most
important element is the public’s mood of disappointment
with both parties over what has gone before — for
legislative inadequacy, inequitable results and
unethical conduct. These faults cover a wide range
of voter contact, and are at the heart of the public’s
anger towards its government and the political class
which serves as its face.
	The Democrats have handed the Republicans a
major gift of several important issues on which the
Obama administration is vulnerable. These are the
recession’s failure to create jobs in spite of massive
stimulus spending; the greatly increased national
debt and the structural threat it poses; actual and
projected annual deficits of over one trillion dollars;
the widespread oil pollution in the Gulf Coast and the
way it was handled; the lack of enforcement of our
immigration laws and the Federal/States confrontation
and litigation that will result from Attorney General
Holder’s filing suit against the State of AZ to nullify
its state law 1070; the ethical charges brought by the
House Ethics Committee against Reps. Charles Rangel
and Maxine Waters; and, perhaps the most bitterly
felt, the inept taxpayer bailout of the nation’s banking
system which further enriched the lead players on Wall
Street.
	There are even carry-over issues from Bush

days that Obama has inherited and now “owns”. These
are the two wars in Iraq and Afghanistan now being
directed by his appointees; and the mess, as yet not
fully publicized, concerning the operations of Freddy
Mac and Fannie Mae with the intricate involvement in
these two failed entities of key Democrat financial
leaders, Sen. Christopher Dodd (CT) and Rep. Barney
Frank (MA).
	Our unsought advice to Republican candidates
across the country is to stick to this very ample menu.
Its items are fresh, national and urgent — all desirable
qualifications for a successful campaign. The GOP
messages from the past regarding lower taxes, smaller
government, gun control and abortion should be given
a rest. They can always be reclaimed, but for now the
party needs a different image and has very fortunately
been given the tools to bring it about.
What’s being offered is the possibility for a
basic and effective change in campaign strategy. You
can pick your own topics and base your campaign on
current, live issues, not the stale ideology that has
captured both parties and brought our politics to their
present low state. Special interests and ideologies
will resist. They will not see the opportunity, but will
probably be able to adjust to any new reality.
	There is another vital factor at work for
Republicans. Obama was elected by the support of large
numbers of independent voters many of whom, based on
his campaign promises, expected a more centrist path
for his administration. But centrism was not to be part
of the Obama agenda. It was dropped along with a lot of
other campaign promises as the Obama presidency took
a hard left turn.
	This has angered and detached from the
Democratic support structure a large number of
independents who had expected something different
from Obama. Although they may not turn out in the same
numbers as they did for the presidential election, they
are deeply offended by what they regard as Obama’s
misuse of both their vote and the executive office.
	The Republicans have a chance to put a new face
on their party because there seems to be no end to the
Democrats’ ability to confuse their own chances, as has
been evidenced by the multiple Democratic retirements
and resignations of the past year.
We think they will lose control of the House
and perhaps as many as ten seats in the Senate. Were
this to occur, the voting balance in the Senate would be
reduced from 60/40 to around 50/50. Such realignment
could well improve the Senate’s deliberative process
and the legislation it produces.
	It may be too much to expect the GOP to make
even a small move away from its past roots. After all, it
is called the Grand Old Party. There is some electoral
risk, but it seems minimal when weighed against the
advantage of running against an array of indefensible
results and being supported by broad voter anger.
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	Democrats face a much more difficult situation,
as they are locked into fixed positions at many levels.
The Democratic Party has been successful in assembling
a group of quite different blocs beneath its banner.
Key among these are labor unions, immigrants, low
income workers, liberal elites, academics, machine
politicians from precinct to congressional levels and
others. There are many voices speaking at once and
often in different political tongues. The result is a
body lacking form, but more than making up for it by
its strength in numbers and the appeal of its inclusive
philosophy. The Democratic Party is political circus
— many acts under one tent — and brings to mind
Will Rogers’ acute response, when asked whether he
was a member of any organized political party. “No”, he
answered, “I’m a Democrat”.
Between the two parties there is one distinction
that seems to favor Democrats. In spite of the different
voting elements which it attracts, the Democratic
Party has maintained a uniform attitude towards most
domestic issues that is based on increased government
spending. As a solution to specific problems this method
has not always succeeded, but it has provided the party
with a consistent philosophy and over time has worked
its way into our government in such ways that it has
gained some degree of general acceptance even in hard
economic times.
Republicans are not in the same position. Their
economic beliefs that favor private over government
funding for many activities have to be more responsive
to general economic conditions if they deteriorate.
But budget trimming and thrift concerns run counter
to our inflationary mind-set. They tend to have short
lives and to be abandoned when conditions improve, or
when new opportunities for spending appear and can
be offered as developmental progress or even new
solutions to old problems.
	In the long term both parties seem to have short
memories. The lure of defense spending for Republicans
and of social projects for Democrats is equally strong,
even when tested by the difficult circumstances of the
past two years. Our government structure has been
infected by politics to the point that it can no longer
heed the public’s will, and the only answer is to reform
the citizen/government relationship.

candidates their risk is the status quo, and they must
take it.
	The real risk for the country is somewhat
different regardless of which party wins. It is the
probability that whoever gains control of Congress will
return to past ways of error by blaming those who went
before while building a new system of failed personal,
political and constitutional representations.
	The Ideological Imperative is at hand to pump up
political emotions and to divert the public’s attention
from the true extent of our government’s dysfunction.
As with the stage magician, if we keep watching the red
handkerchief trick, we won’t see the bunny being put in
the hat.
Government, which used to be open to comment
and questions now operates in a closed cycle of special
interests, media publicity, excessive compensation,
corruption, lack of transparency and blaming the
other party. With the exception of our modern media
capability all of these elements have played their roles
in the failure of other great powers.
We have repeatedly pointed out the
interconnection between some of our nation’s most
difficult and demanding issues. The relationship
between our commercial mass media and our elected
representatives is an example of this powerful
symbiosis.
	Take your memory back to our world of politics
in the 40s and 30s before TV. Do you recall anything
other than an occasional newspaper photo of your
representative, and then only for a truly important
occasion? Can you recall hearing your representative
on the radio? The answers are both, generally, “No”
because the media, and the news itself, were valued
differently, and so was publicity.
	Today, most news programs carry videos of
Senators and/or Representatives doing nothing more
than posing for publicity footage. And even legislation
of decidedly lesser importance earns a signing
ceremony with the President surrounded by a dozen or
so members of Congress who have to be photographed
to show their importance.
	The process of never ending personal publicity
for politicians is banal. It’s based on pretense and
private benefit. And yet it’s an essential part of one
of the most mutually beneficial relationships of our
culture. The broadcast media need to fill 24 hours of
program time every day. They need content. Politicians
need exposure to attract votes. In their way of
thinking they would like to be on camera 24/7. And the
politicians, their parties or their backers spend huge
amounts of money at election times.
	That’s the unholy alliance of money, media and
elections that dominates our system. What can be done
to break this lock? Unfortunately, probably nothing,
as legislation would be needed to initiate any change.
Were that to become possible, the first step might be

“For democratic candidates their risk
is the status quo, and they must take it.”

Like Republicans, Democrats could well use a bit
of a makeover in 2010, but their situation is complicated
by the record of Obama’s first two years which they
cannot avoid and must appear to support. Their image
is mired in this record and without running room
they become targets of opportunity. For democratic
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to limit all campaigning and conventions to a much
shorter period — perhaps two to four months prior
to elections. England uses two months and, therefore,
engages in fewer debates, speeches, etc. but those
that take place do better in both the content and the
delivery of the key parties’ messages. An added benefit
of such a reduction is that we would cut our demagogic
exposure to more bearable levels.
After Nov. 3 new members will appear in
Congress and old ones will leave. Its form and face
will change quickly, but without a new realization of
what is needed there will be no gain.
History is a great teacher if we allow it to
be. It reveals motivations and instructs us in the
methods of civilizations’ rise and fall — in war and
peace, for monarchs and masses. It is what it is. And
yet, in recent years we have pushed ourselves to the
deception of rewriting it in terms of our contemporary
thought. History’s body, its truth, is always subject
to revision by knowledge, and by knowledge only. In
our time we have confused preference with knowledge
in our attempts to understand history. This has been
tried before, and failed. It will fail again.
Education is history’s enduring inheritance.
The battles, weapons, wars, governments, heroes
and villains fade into the past, while its intellectual
momentum sustains us. Although man, nature and
technology now all have the ability to slow or halt this
momentum, we must trust in our inheritance.

Personal Note
	There are times when journalists should
properly step out from behind the editorial curtain.
This is such a moment.
	The American Renewal effort which I have
written about has not been able to obtain the
support of the small group of foundations that
were cited as a critical starting point in Issue 28.
American Renewal is conceived as a selfsupporting project capable of generating
and attracting public interest but which will
require private (i.e., foundation) funding for its
organizational and launch stages. Our country can
be turned around and it can be saved from itself
— but not by the same ways that put us where we
are.
	Toward this end, I would be most grateful
for referrals to foundations that might be willing
to explore in detail the concept and potential for
success of American Renewal.
Referrals are absolutely critical, as they
offer a way to by-pass the almost certain-to-fail
“cold calling” stage. For instance, I have been
trying unsuccessfully since February by mail and
phone to reach the principal benefactor of one
large foundation whose public comments suggest a
possible interest in American Renewals’s goals.
	I will continue, but a referral would be
most helpful in moving the process to the point
of personal contact. From that point on, I will
undertake the rest — initial exploration, subsequent
presentation, planning outline, follow-up and all
necessary consultation as to the direction, funding
timing and goals that will be required prior to the
project’s initiation.
	The main objective now is to identify the
handful of foundations willing to join in this
effort. Should you wish to discuss this further,
please call me at 561-697-2233.

ECD 9/9/10

END NOTES
1

PBS; The News Hour; 7/2/10, Brooks and Shields commentary
U.S. Dept. of Education for 6/30/08 school year via Palm Beach Post,
1/8/09
3
Forbes Magazine, 2007 via Palm Beach Post 1/8/09
4
National Collegiate Athletics Assoc., via Palm Beach Post 1/8/09
5
	Chronicle of Higher Education 2007 Survey via Palm Beach Post 1/8/09
6
Associated Press via Palm Beach Post. 2/19/06
7
	Ibid
8
	Ibid
9
	national Right to Read Foundation
10
	The ProEnglish Advocate, 4/09
11
A State Transformed: Immigration and the New California by Steven
Camarota and Karen Jensenius; Center for Immigration Studies,
Washington DC via Middle American News, 7/10
12
Palm Beach Post, 8/8/10 Dream Chasers . . . by John Lantigua
13
National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University
via Los Angeles Times, 8/19/10
14
	Ibid
15
	Ibid

Year End Donations

2

As the time approaches when many people
complete their charitable giving, we would be most
grateful to be included. And for those who have
already done so, again our continuing gratitude.
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Mr. Ault is retired from business, a graduate of Yale
University, and the author of A Retail Food Study (La Roche
& Co. NYC, NY 1957) which described the emergence and
growing dominance of the supermarket in American food
retailing
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_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
(

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

) The above copies are to be sent as a gift from me and I am including
payment for them at the rate of $75 per subscription

		

$ ________
Total amount enclosed $ ________

Please make checks payable to: Center for Public Conscience

Contributions in excess of the $75.00 subscription fee are deemed tax deductible
charitable donations under Section 501(c) (3) of the IRS code.
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Bromwell Ault
Center For Public Conscience
P.O. Box 220722
West Palm Beach, FL 33422-0722

first class mail
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